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About This Game

New cars, new tools, new options, more parts and much more fun in the next version
of Car Mechanic Simulator! Take your wrench!

Create and expand your auto repairs service empire. Car Mechanic Simulator 2015 will take you behind the scenes of daily
routine in car workshop.

Take on the role of the car mechanic and repair cars for your clients. Spend the earned money on expanding your workshop and
improving your skills. Buy worn out cars, renovate them and sell with profit or become a famous car collector. If you manage

your business well, you will surely succeed in the market.

Car Repairs

The essence of the game. It is your job. It is the way you get cash. It is the way you live... Ok, it is maybe not that important,
anyway that is the basic activity in the game. Customer comes in and mysteriously says that his car is broken but he needs it for

tomorrow. The clock starts right now.

Mission system

Jobs are generated randomly so you'll have to choose on which car you will work. It seems like there is a group of customers
waiting in front of the workshop for the mechanic...

Additionally you can take limited amount of jobs in the same time and every one of them is time-restricted. With different
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difficulty and complexity levels and of course, different payment levels, wise management is the key here.

Workshop management

After whole day of hard work it is time to count your cash and then look around your business. What should I buy to improve
my performance? What would attract more clients? You can always just buy more posters on the wall but it is not something

called 'great investment' for such a serious business, right?

Car auctions

Speaking of investments.There is a chance for making even more money in the car auction house. Choose wisely, buy used or
old cars and renovate them to sell with profit... Or, if you are one of those vintage car lovers, you can have your own collection.

Car Models

Cars are fully dismountable to the car frame with amazing level of detail. Every car is made of more than 200 interactive parts,
which includes an interior, a car body and the whole engine.
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Title: Car Mechanic Simulator 2015 Demo
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Red Dot Games, PlayWay S. A.
Publisher:
PlayWay S. A.
Release Date: 17 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: Core i3 3.1 GHz or AMD Phenom II X3 2.8 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450 or better w /512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatble

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Hungarian,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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I would rather let the second robot apocalypse happen than play this ever again.

Cons:
- Clunky Controls
- Limited Tower Placement
- Bad sound assets
- Lousy Graphics

Pros:
+ I got this game in a bundle and the other games weren't that bad.. I love the Battlezone series. I wish this was RTS Battlezone
in VR. But it's a great start, with an excellent VR recreation of the arcade Battlezone when you play in the old green and black
zone style for that classic feel.. Never works.... try to play it and the damn thing won't stay open long enough to get through the
tutorial.. By far the most fun Ubermosh so far, with each volume feeling like a slight improvement over the last. The only issue
I've experienced is a slowdown (including the clock slowing for some reason..?) when there are too many enemies on-screen,
which honestly actually makes the game easier at that point haha. Other than that, the animation feels more fluid than the
previous iterations, and the same arcade gameplay is still solid.. Another Myst like game. You have to take note of all the clues,
follow the story carefully as it unfolds and of course as in Myst you have no have no idea what your goal is right away. I never
cared too much for those games where you get no clue as to what is going on, you have to figure it out yourself and you don't
know the story or what your goal is until you figure it out but it's an ok game. Got it on sale so that is a plus. Plenty scary at
times, but nothing nightmare inducing.. It's free content that adds more variety of weapons and skills, there are literally no
downsides.. I liked, it has an interesting mechanic.

Would like to see more levels or a editor, the game has potential, it's a mix of platforming and puzzle,
the challenge is in how you place the 3 block characters.
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A short platformer set in an open world void of hazards. It's all about exploration, finding all hidden trinkets and all the endings,
as well as letting the peaceful, mysterious atmosphere sink in.

Controls are tight and there really isn't anything wrong with Lunnye Devitsy aside from some endings being too obscure to be
found without a guide, one (optional) passage full of invisible passageways that can make you tear your hair out and some (also
optional) platforming sections that require extremely precise inputs.

So overall it's a solid recommendation unless you are a perfectionist (in terms of achievements and secrets) that can't handle a
bit of frustration.

It's certainly a unique game in an over-saturated genre and especially perfectly suited to anybody who, like me, loves to
occasionally explore a game world without having to worry about enemies.. more like rear impact hehehe. A truly impressive
amount of solid platforming in this one!

In short, if you liked old-school Sonic the Hedgehog but really wished the levels gave you more reasons to explore them more,
this game more than delivers. An impressive number of short-form, get-to-the-end levels made all the more interesting by each
having a set of nine additional challenges or goals, such as running the level backwards, avoiding all the gems (think
coins\/rings), beating the level in a time limit, etc. The challenges are surprisingly varied and the mix for each level is unique.

Each takes about a minute or two after you've beaten the level once and know its layout, which gives the a great short-session,
"just one more run" feel, and there are a few upgrades to be had that will open some alternate routes or areas in each (not so
much that I'd call this a "metroidvania", but still). The controls are solid, the levels and bosses varied enough to stay interesting,
and for the price I feel I got much more than my money's worth.

Kudos!. I had good fun with this game. Decide for yourself if you would pay 3 bucks for a game you can 100% complete in an
hour and a half. Buy on sale or in a humble bundle some day if you have doubts.. Hi yes the game plays Ok for me interesting
subject for what I have played and seen so far seems well thought out crafted and works well on my laptop on high settings I
don't know yet how much content there is the game. In the add it states 38gb space required but I down loaded only 994 meg so
there is hopefully more to come in the future because my lap top is medium to high spec so to get the best FPS for me I need to
go lower res than 900 X 1600 but iI don't see any way to lower the res beyond 900 X 1600 in the options menu.

So all in all lets see what happens in the future, I will recommend it if there is much more content and polish in the future,
but if not I will be the first to say no but you can only make your own mind up.
Mike.

. DISCLAIMER: I got this game in a pick-your-own bundle. I do not know if that counts as free, so I said yes just in case. I did
pay for the bundle (obviously).

So far I'm enjoying Warsim. Sure, I've only played a little while, but it's more fun than I imagined.

The soundtrack has a few good songs but is otherwise lackluster.

Obviously it's pretty low graphics, but the writing makes this not a problem. It IS a text-based game, after all, and the text is very
well-written. I've found one spelling error and no grammatical errors so far. You can see the care put into some of the ASCII art
faces. (Apparently those are randomly generated, but that took a lot of programming for such a small game.)

The gameplay is well done, though I imagine it will get slightly more repetitive in the future. The system is simple enough for a
child with a decent vocabulary to understand. Heck, you could probably teach a kid common tabletop roleplaying lingo using
this game and a dictionary. It does seem to be mathematically balanced thus far.

Overall, I recommend this for any fans of text-based games, fantasy literature, and ESPECIALLY tabletop roleplayers and
wargamers.

UPDATE: I would like to add that, in what little time I've had this game, the developer has released two large, content-heavy
updates. He clearly cares about the game, and wants to see it succeed. The developer is putting a lot of work into this, and it's
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turning out quite well.. I bought this product without so much looking at the reviews. My fault. It is unfinished and lacks
everything you'd expect from a game. The only positive about this game is the fans, who programmed the unofficial patches
(currently V1.08.1 available on http:\/\/spacebasehub.net\/.

You need to have balls to continue to sell this product in it's state.
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